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About the series

About the Procurement
Leaders Network

The Next Decade Series is a
ground-breaking new global initiative aimed
at positioning procurement as a crucial
component driving organisational success
and shareholder value in the
next ten years.
Taking place in five cities across four
continents, Next Decade events will
showcase leading-edge research, trends,
best practice and case studies alongside
a series of interactive roundtables where
executives will share experiences, insight
and challenges across five key topics; Cost
& Cash Optimisation, Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR), Innovation, Risk &
Resilience and Value Chain Engineering.
Each event will bring together top
procurement executives from the region
to ask questions, deliver actionable
insight and find direction for developing
world-class strategies for long-term
business success.

For procurement, sourcing and supply
chain executives, Procurement Leaders is
the preferred destination for independent
research, market intelligence and
networking. It delivers insight, analysis and
collaboration, enabling global corporations
to make better buying decisions, reduce risk
and transform functional performance.
Membership to Procurement Leaders has
grown 140% in the past year, and it is no
surprise that 60% of the
delegates that attended the event were
already members.
To join or to find out more, go to
www.procurementleaders.com/join
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Editor’s Letter
Welcome to the Next Decade. Kicking off this
innovative series of events, it would be a bold
person who tried to predict the unique concerns
and challenges that procurement executives saw
looming as far ahead as ten years.
Whether the idea was from an insurance
company leveraging its purchasing power to
provide replacement products rather than cash
compensation to customers, a packaging
company acquiring suppliers in developing
countries to gain more control of their supply
chains, or a FMCG group creating a team of
risk experts that have a line into the business in
order to breed business agility; the men and
women that took their seats that morning at The
InterContinental Amstel weren’t short of questions
and ideas about the future.
That the series’ tour of continents started in
Europe could perhaps be viewed as setting out
on solid ground. The discussions that coloured
the day, however, proved that this was far from
the case: when surveyed at the ‘risk and
resilience’ table about where attendees saw their
biggest supply chain risk, a hefty portion of
respondents said that Europe was where the

trouble lay. Beyond that particular element of
risk, the pressure on individuals to deliver on
cost, cash, CSR and innovation – the other topics
that set the tone of the day – contributed to the
sense that the Next Decade challenges were
very much pressing on our European attendees
here and now.
I’d like to take a moment to thank our
chairperson, Heather Benjamin, former CPO of
Centrica; keynote speaker Dr Turan Sahin, CPO
at Allianz; and our excellent panel of executives
who brought to life the unique challenges they
face. Our sponsors also deserve mention for
making this event possible, but also for helping
bringing their valuable insights to the discussions.
It’s also important, I think, to take a final
moment to reflect on your presence at the event.
Your contributions have helped build the
procurement community and to take the thinking
on these key themes forward. With that in mind,
I’d like to offer my thanks and invite you to read
the following pages to build on the discussions
you participated in.

David Rae
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S PO NS O R ED B Y

INNOVATION ROUNDTaBLE

82%

Organisations dedicating
a greater share of resource
to innovation in the supply
chain in the next decade.

96%

Organisations forced
to innovate by more
demanding end consumers

Innovation is becoming a more central issue to procurement, not only in
terms of extracting best value from suppliers, but by providing supply chain
solutions to business problems. Though the definition and the interpretation
of innovation is always being re-examined, opportunities to open up
competitive advantage are increasingly part of procurement’s role.
One director from the professional services sector, described today’s
scene as an ‘innovation bandwagon’. In many respects, it seems like the
right thing to say you are committed to. But the discussions were more
encouraging: one procurement director from the manufacturing noted, “We
can’t wait 5-10 years for innovation to come through – we need it now.”
We have summarised these discussions in a few key scenarios and
looked to what initiatives attendees were using to tackle them.
Table host: Jon Webb
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S PO NS O R ED B Y

INITIATIVE

SCENARIO

INNOVATION ROUNDTaBLE
Definition confusion

Cultural change

processes & people

Supplier relationships

Scenario: One participant outlined
innovation as the necessity of creating a
change that delivers competitive advantage
in the marketplace. It is not a process. For
some, the definition of innovation was
problematic: whether it was a procedural
issue or something less tangible. However
it was delivered, many had issues on KPIs
and the measurement of innovation.

For many, whole businesses were keen
to find and channel innovation, but it
marked a big change in how they were
used to doing business. How, then, to go
about forging a culture that encouraged
innovation?

A central problem for many was
developing procurement’s capabilities to
make room for innovation. The innovative
and entrepreneurial flair required for new
ideas is a different order of work to supplier
performance management.

CPOs generally believed that limited
resources should be focused to strategic
partnerships. The rest should or could be
outsourced. However, the way suppliers
are managed should be more reflective of
innovation.

One CPO from the manufacturing sector
expressed his frustration at this way of
thinking: “Why do we need to measure
everything?” he asked. “Innovation is an
entrepreneurial process which cannot
be tracked.” There are suggestions that
procurement needs to break away from
these familiar models of goals and delivery
and trust that where innovation is found, the
returns will feed back into other measures
– topline contribution or efficiency, being
two examples.

One CPO from a food company said that,
“unless companies were failing in their
innovation attempts they weren’t doing it
right.” The culture must accept that failure
is a necessary part of innovation, and
those leading such projects, or, at least,
prepared to lead these, should not be
penalised. The procurement chief’s role is
to be the embodiment of this belief.

One CPO from a media company sent his
category management team to a music
away day. The purpose was to engender
creative thought to solving problems,
through exploration and music. Another
senior procurement executive from the
pharmaceutical sector had created an
innovation-specific role within procurement.
This former category manager was tasked
to identify solutions to problems from across
the business by connecting stakeholder to
suppliers.

Many had held joint development days
to discuss intractable problems with
suppliers. Another, a steel company, had
set up an online supplier innovation portal
to increase the speed of communication
and idea development.
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Value Chain Management roundtable
Procurement often focuses on a very particular point in the value chain: the
interaction between our company and our suppliers. However, we have
long recognised that knowing more about our own organisation and more
about our suppliers’ businesses will make us more effective at managing
this relationship. Moreover, the buyer-supplier relationship is heavily
influenced by those one or two steps removed, i.e. tier two suppliers and
our customers. Attendees said that while this consideration was often part
of good category management, there was recognition that some companies
were making big moves and something of an ‘arms race’ was developing
as businesses try to fight for optimum position in the value chain.
We have summarised these discussions in a few key scenarios and looked
to what initiatives attendees were using to tackle them.
Table host: Tom Seal
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INITIATIVE

SCENARIO

Value Chain Management roundtable
Skills

Drivers

Collaboration

Outsourcing

A lot of analysis is required, before we
get in to Value Chain Engineering (VCE):
procurement needs to work out which
value chains they operate in and this is
notoriously difficult. It’s necessary, first off,
to work out who the tier 2 and 3 suppliers
(and customers) are.

Most value chain decisions are about
profit, not cost. The challenge is about
questioning our current view of what is
our core business, and how to make our
core business as profitable as possible.
Ultimately procurement needs to couple
that understanding with collaboration with
others in the supply chain to realise full
potential.

If several links in the value chain work
together, big things can be achieved.
Everyone has their specialities, which are
powerful when applied together, but each
party tends to have different priorities, which
is partly down to differing economics.
Procurement sits in one organisation at one
point in the value chain – what can they
do?

The general idea of what is core hasn’t
particularly shifted, even with recent
turmoil, but that doesn’t mean procurement
won’t insource. As many suspected, this
is likely to be cyclical; this cycle is just
economic though, not related to any
change in philosophy regarding what is
core and non-core.

There are important questions that leaders
can use to develop a road map of
opportunity and threat that lies elsewhere
in the value chain. Questions include:
Who do we spend a lot with indirectly,
who do we rely on that we didn’t know
about, which tier 2 suppliers do we share
with competitors and who is making the
money in the value chain?

Insurance companies presented an obvious
example of a clear driver: they have an
indirect relationship with the car companies,
even when their customers choose the
repair shop. Those customer-oriented
decisions still need to be balanced with
opportunities for greater savings. There are
things procurement can do to reduce cost
by capitalising on our position in the value
chain, or, where necessary, changing it,
perhaps for CSR or even IP reasons.

Lack of communication (or fear of
communication) prevents each part of the
value chain working together, even where
the conditions are right. We all need to tell
the next person our needs and align KPIs
from the end customer all the way back.
The term ‘virtual vertical integration’ has
been used to describe very close working
between different elements of the value
chain.

So while outsourcing isn’t disappearing,
some, for example FMCGs, have started
to insource core activities and gain greater
control in other ways. One CPO said: “we
need to have a strong grip on the value
chains for core business activities. This
involves big investment decision though
in most cases, CEO level involvement
typically.”
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Risk & Resilience roundtable

83%

Organisations experiencing
increased supply chain risk

Fig 1: Source of Risk in the Future
39%

Europe
Asia Pacific

30%

Middle East
South America

9%
4%

Considering the global changes we have seen in recent years, it’s fully
understood why risk and resilience has become such a hot boardroom topic
– regardless of industry or maturity, no one had any trouble underlining
where they think their vulnerabilities lie. Many attendees pointed out
that a lot of outdated thinking about where risk is found and where the
responsibility for it rests creates its own kind of risk. What companies
consider to be a risk to them varies greatly, as you’d expect,
but there were common themes to be found in that procurement had a
growing role to play and that the contracts that procurement owns were
increasingly seen as opportunities to integrate more resilience and less
reliance on third parties who weren’t able to convince of their own risk
mitigation techniques.
We have summarised these discussions in a few key scenarios and looked
to what initiatives attendees were using to tackle them.
Table host: Izabela Janecka
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INITIATIVE

SCENARIO

Risk & Resilience roundtable
Influence

identifying risk

risk as opportunity

reliance

Sometimes the board does not take into
account procurement’s view of how
important risk mitigation is until shares
drop; then they hire risk managers. Despite
recognition, the buy-in often hinges on the
need to deal with big disruptions, rather
than to create a cohesive, consistent risk
strategy.

Many people were talking about China as
risk - not only in a traditional way - but
also in terms of taking over the world.
Risk takes many forms: Japan tsunami,
Thailand flooding, political instability in
Philippines – there was plenty of sentiment
around risk, but the suggestion came up
that there’s a limit on how much practical
advantage there was in thinking about
these unspecified future risks.

One question raised was how to turn
better manage risk management into
competitive advantage and whether doing
that meant focusing on high-impact, low
frequency situations. For some industries
and categories the problem often occurs
where there is single source of supply for
several companies – but that also created
a potential for competitive advantage.

Dependency on providers (in particular
outsourced indirects, like call centres)
increases risk and there was general
agreement that this was often acknowledged
but rarely dealt with

In some companies, CPOs have monthly
meetings at board level to discuss risk
levels and potential threats, from which
the board assigns accountability. Another
example: one attendee said they have
sub-committees for various types of risk supply risk is one of them which falls in
procurement’s lap.

Several CPOs said that while they agreed
that they needed to have answers when big
risks arose, they were better off focusing on
issues within their control. Talent shortages
within the organisation was a big issue
for many. Outside of the organisation,
everyone pointed out that Europe was
not on questionnaire. They think that there
is a lot of risk in Europe and while that’s
recognised, risk strategies need to filter into
the functions’ activities from contracting,
right through to sourcing.

Risk-sensitive businesses then have
opportunities to align, develop cohesive
strategies around the risks that they think will
be critical factors in their industries – i.e.
ingredient shortages in food & beverage.
SRM is a key: treat your suppliers well,
‘become customer of choice’ was the
mantra of several attendees. It’s also, they
said, a question of being able to use that
alignment to react faster than your rivals
to unpredictable events, and gain an
advantage that way.

It was pointed out that risk mitigation plans
and robust contracts cannot protect you
from all types of risk. However, being
effective here is often about building on
basic procurement skills. Again, SRM was
seen as a way of setting shared goals,
gaining insight deeper into the supply chain
and developing the kinds of relationships
where there is mutual gain from shared
strategies around risk
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S PO NS O R ED B Y

Cost & Cash Management roundtable

25%

Companies seeking to
extend their supply chains in
the next 12 months.

56%

CPOS believing that a
period of higher supplier
insolvency will force
organisations to shorten
their payment periods.

Arguably more than any other table, cost and cash management
represented genuine similarities among shared concerns and shared
solutions. The overwhelming feeling was that procurement teams knew their
financial objectives well and they knew the way their organisations needed
to behave in order to provide the best value, but often the practical nature
of savings and the immediate demands of finance and treasury weren’t fully
aligned with these goals. Procurement’s battle is, it seems, to communicate
how it sees cost and working capital, and the various implications that those
agendas have for them, to financial stakeholders. That to-and-fro is vital to
how savings are defined, created and registered. More than that though,
identifying shared objectives and taking the right cues is helping better
define strategies and the interface with suppliers.
We have summarised these discussions in a few key scenarios and looked
to what initiatives attendees were using to tackle them.
Table host: David Rae
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INITIATIVE

SCENARIO

Cost & Cash Management roundtable
mindset

payment terms

inventories

training/skills

Price volatility has necessitated a connection
between finance and procurement. The
problem, however, is that the measures
and the balances differ between the two
functions. Risk may remain a common
challenge but a procurement team that
doesn’t understand the complexities of
financial risk can leave the business
exposed.

Economic strife has put pressure on
supplier relationships and created supplier
risk. However, coupled with purchasing
organisations’ own financial concerns, few
attendees could say they were immune to the
pressure to push out payment terms. There’s
often bad press and a bad reputation that
accompanies poor treatment of suppliers –
but, let’s face it, one attendee said, when
push comes to shove payment terms go out
and they don’t come back.

Inventory cost is notoriously difficult to
control. For procurement, the combination
of demand management, forecasting and
supply chain management creates a cost
that’s rarely transparent and often difficult
to manage.

Procurement and finance have different
goals and different skills, and yet an
effective procurement organisation has to
deliver to finance. In attempting to optimise
cost and cash, procurement has to better
understand and respond to financial
objectives.

Many executives felt that organisations
needed to change their mindset. Either
they didn’t have visibility into factors that
were key to finance’s perception of the
function, or, worse, there was a suggestion
that functions could miss key factors in their
contracts and sourcing strategies that would
lead to what one attendee described as
‘bubble problems’ – the kind that wouldn’t
immediately appear on the procurement
ticksheet but would be uncovered on
balances months later.

Effective segmentation and careful use of
payment terms as a lever to improve cash
was generally advocated, but more useful
perhaps was the occasional suggestion
that procurement could work with finance
to build a model for payment terms from
country to country. Though it’s often cited,
supply chain finance and factoring were
still sparingly deployed

Procurement can assist stakeholders
better understand inventory management
and ways to mitigate costs around that,
for example, having warehouses on
the company premises. Some imposed
storage levels, but they stressed that
flexibility was often necessary here and it
often depended on forecasting demand.
Whether through a lack of technology or,
more generally, an issue with visibility,
many felt that inventories remained an oftmissed opportunity to tackle cost.

The virtues of having a finance connection
deep within the procurement team were
frequently recognised. Some said they
had a finance person sitting in their
team – someone from the outside to
sign off savings; others relied on a line
into finance to get an objective view of
certain decisions and to enable them to put
together convincing business cases for the
development of particular strategies.
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CSR ROUNDTABLE

67%

of companies believe that
CSR-related activities will
cost most in the future.

Most companies have not started on CSR or sustainability yet, and
many who have, are using it as a box-ticking exercise. It’s often seen as
comprising mainly legal compliance (particularly health and safety), an
administrative process, if you will. As one CPO said, “At my company,
nobody gets hurt.” We see some mature companies, typically in the B2C
sector, making progress and learning ways to translate that into customer
impact. However, procurement is commonly not driving CSR. As a starting
point, for most companies without immediate consumer pressure, CSR needs
to add value and prove its economic interest before it merits more advanced
strategies.
We have summarised these discussions in a few key scenarios and looked
to what initiatives attendees were using to tackle them.
Table Host: Maggie Slowik
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INITIATIVE

SCENARIO

CSR ROUNDTABLE
assessment

risk

talent

legislation

Supplier audits still leave room for error and
performance measurement instruments like
scorecards are often not thorough enough
on CSR standards. Companies are looking
for ways whereby they can assess their
suppliers and create an understanding on
where the various boundaries are for their
performance.

One procurement chief summed up the
situation: “At my organisation, there
are only two areas of buy-in for CSR:
reputational risk, which is bad for share
price and the marketing aspect, which can
really boost the brand.

Procurement faces a consistent struggle for
talent and there were questions, even in
industries that weren’t perhaps regarded
as ‘environmentally friendly’ over whether
CSR standards would impact the ability to
hire top talent.

There was no doubt: the potential for
legislation to have a major impact on
supply chains, particularly from a CSR
perspective, represented a major risk
to those with global supply chains. “In
Australia, they have carbon tax. Imagine
there was such a thing as water tax, and
the risk this would represent to businesses,”
noted one executive.

The consensus was that relying on supplier
questionnaires is not enough, and aligning
suppliers with the company’s code of
conduct is not either. One particular
software platform was recommended
numerous times as an example of the
existence of technology solutions, but
most were reluctant to remove the element
of interfacing with suppliers. “Instead of
audits, we are doing supplier support
visits. And we are doing this repeatedly,”
one attendee commented.

While many were adamant that reputational
risk had to be their key concern, others
saw the risk agenda as an important
foot in the door to begin bringing about
long-term projects and tools to develop
CSR standards in the supply chain. One
comment stuck: “In 5 years, there will be
no CSR department [in my organisation].
It will be engrained in the rest of the
business.”

“At my company, one person quit because
we didn’t do enough CSR,” said one
executive. There was genuine agreement
that the generation of talent that was
coming into the market had more concerns
over CSR and that the CSR-relevant skillset
was expanding. Some suggested that,
regardless of industry, procurement couldn’t
ignore the problem of how it built a CSR
element into some of its roles, or it would
risk losing out on the best individuals.

The watchword here was visibility.
Attendees were able to throw out any
number of government measures that might
affect their business directly. Indeed, it
was pointed out that functions that didn’t
have an understanding of the different
levels of their supply chain couldn’t build
plans to account for legislation. Still, the
government rarely moved quickly, giving
those functions with the right kinds of
relationships and understanding of their
supply chain the ability to understand the
potential impact ahead of time.
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ABOUT EFFICIO
Efficio is a results-focused procurement consultancy
with a track record of helping leading organisations
achieve more value from their procurement, whether
the challenge is delivering significant savings to the
bottom line or managing suppliers to create value for
the longer term.
Comprised of experienced professionals with a
blue-chip consultancy heritage, Efficio combines the
credentials of a top tier firm, with the depth of expertise
and execution of a flexible niche player. With offices
in the UK, Germany, France and Switzerland and
a growing operation in the USA, we service clients
from a broad range of sectors throughout Europe and
the United States.
To learn more, visit: www.efficioconsulting.com

ABOUT ELEMICA
Since more than 10 years, Elemica delivers state-ofthe-art managed sourcing services (BPO) and supply
chain integration services promoting new levels of
savings, efficiencies and profitability for its customers.
Elemica Supply Chain Solutions improve productivity,
reduce costs, decrease errors, and increase customer
and business partner satisfaction.
Within managed Sourcing Services Elemica supports
and extends Procurement organisation´s capabilities,
independent of organisation size or structure, to reach
new levels of savings and services using collaborative
Sourcing and innovative procurement concepts like
Elemica SourceLink.
Today Elemica connects and serves more than
5,000 companies across different industry sectors,
including discrete and non-discrete manufacturing.
To learn more, visit:www.elemica.com

ABOUT XCHANGING
Xchanging Procurement Services provide procurement
solutions that deliver measurable results to improve
their bottom line. We become an integral part of your
team and work with you to implement your procurement
strategies. By using our services, you reduce spend
and improve control and transparency. This enables
you to keep track of your different business areas and
focus on what makes a difference in a competitive
marketplace. Having grown over 12 years we are
now recognised as Europe leading procurement
service provider*. We have an end to end portfolio of
capabilities which include:
■
■
■
■
■
■

Strategic Sourcing
Category Management
Spend Management
Tail spend Management
Spend Analytics
Procure to Pay Systems (P2P)

To learn more, visit: www.xchanging.com/procurement
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